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Abstract

The production dynamics of baryon-antibaryon pairs are investigated using hadronic $Z^0$ decays, recorded with the OPAL detector, which contain at least two identified $\Lambda$ baryons. The rapidity difference for $\Lambda\bar{\Lambda}$ pairs shows the correlations expected from models with a chain-like production of baryon-antibaryon pairs. If the baryon number of a $\Lambda$ is compensated by a $\bar{\Lambda}$, the $\bar{\Lambda}$ is found with a probability of 53% in an interval of $\pm 0.6$ around the $\Lambda$ rapidity. This correlation strength is weaker than predicted by the Herwig Monte Carlo and the Jetset Monte Carlo with a production chain of baryon-antibaryon, and stronger than predicted by the UCLA model. The observed rapidity correlations can be described by the Jetset Monte Carlo with a dominant production chain of baryon-meson-antibaryon, the popcorn mechanism. In addition to the short range correlations, one finds an indication of a correlation of $\Lambda\bar{\Lambda}$ pairs in opposite hemispheres if both the $\Lambda$ and the $\bar{\Lambda}$ have large rapidities. Such long range correlations are expected if the primary quark flavours are compensated in opposite hemispheres and if these quarks are found in energetic baryons. Rates for simultaneous baryon and strangeness number compensation for $\Lambda\bar{\Lambda}$, $\Xi^-\Xi^+$ and $\Xi^-\bar{\Lambda}$ ($\Xi^+\Lambda$) are measured and compared with different Monte Carlo models.
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1 Introduction

A very general assumption of jet hadronisation is chain-like particle creation with local conservation of quantum numbers, as indicated in figure 1. This assumption is used in jet fragmentation Monte Carlo models like Jetset [1] and Herwig [2], which provide a good description of hadronic events from $e^+e^-$ annihilation. One consequence of a chain-like particle production mechanism is a small rapidity\(^1\) difference between neighbouring particles. Correlations between particle pairs with compensating quantum numbers can be used to test this assumption.

Electric charge correlations in jets have been studied and the results are found to be in agreement with the above assumption [3], but resonance decays and high charged multiplicities make a quantitative interpretation of the results difficult. Measurements of the strangeness or the baryon number compensation mechanism in jets are expected to provide a much cleaner picture of hadron production in jets. However, as indicated in figure 1 two different chains for baryon–antibaryon pairs have been proposed, a chain with either baryon-antibaryon (right half of figure 1) or a chain with baryon-meson-antibaryon (left half of figure 1), the so-called popcorn mechanism [4]. The PETRA and PEP experiments at $\sqrt{s} \approx 30$ GeV could demonstrate that the baryon number is dominantly conserved within the same hemisphere [5], but because of limited statistics, it was not possible to distinguish between various models.

In a previous publication we presented high statistics measurements of inclusive strange baryon production in hadronic $Z^0$ decays [6]. The cross sections obtained are not all reproduced simultaneously by the baryon production models which are implemented in the Jetset and Herwig Monte Carlos. Furthermore we demonstrated that the popcorn mechanism can not be constrained by the inclusive baryon rates. In this note, we investigate the production dynamics of strange baryon-antibaryon pairs using hadronic events which contain at least two $\Lambda$ candidates. After a short overview of the experiment and the selection criteria for $\Lambda$ and $\Xi^-$ particles, the measurements of the rapidity difference of $\Lambda\bar{\Lambda}$ pairs and of the simultaneous compensation of strangeness and baryon number, are described. The results are also compared with predictions of several Monte Carlo models.

2 The OPAL detector

The tracking detectors play a central role in this analysis, and are described briefly below. A detailed description of the entire detector can be found elsewhere [7].

The measurement of the trajectories and momenta of charged particles are performed with a precision vertex chamber, a jet chamber and $z$-chambers. The cylindrical vertex drift chamber is located between radii of 9 and 24 cm and is subdivided into 36 azimuthal sectors each with 12 anode wires parallel to the beam direction and 36 sectors each with 6 anode wires at an

\(^1\)The rapidity $y_i$ of particle $i$ is defined to be $y_i = 1/2 \times \ln(E_i + p_{i\parallel})/(E_i - p_{i\parallel})$, where $E_i$ is the energy and $p_{i\parallel}$ is the momentum component parallel to the thrust axis.
average stereo angle of 4.1 degrees. In the $r$-$\phi$ plane, the average space resolution is 50 $\mu$m for the hit nearest to the anode wire (first hit) and 90 $\mu$m for subsequent hits.

The jet chamber is a large volume drift chamber, 4 m long and 1.85 m in radius, which is divided into 24 azimuthal sectors. Each sector contains a sense-wire plane having 159 axial anode wires. Each of the wires provides three-dimensional coordinate measurements, via drift-time measurement in the $r$-$\phi$ plane and charge-division measurement in the $z$ direction. The average space point resolution in the $r$-$\phi$ plane is 130 $\mu$m. The jet chamber also allows the measurement of the specific energy loss, $dE/dx$, of charged particles [8]. A resolution of 3-4% has been obtained allowing particle identification over a large momentum range. In the barrel region ($|\cos \theta| < 0.72$), the jet chamber is surrounded by a set of $z$-chambers covering 94% of the azimuth, each of which has 6 anode wires perpendicular to the beam direction. This provides $z$ coordinate measurements with an accuracy of approximately 300 $\mu$m. For larger $|\cos \theta|$ values, the last measured hit on a track can be used to measure $\theta$. The three drift chamber detectors are operated at a gas pressure of 4 bar and are placed inside a solenoidal coil that provides a uniform axial magnetic field of 0.435 T.

Tracks are reconstructed using a method that explicitly incorporates the effect of multiple coulomb scattering in the detector gaseous volumes, in the discrete material between chambers, and in the beam pipe [9]. The momentum resolution in the $r$-$\phi$ plane for charged particles in the region $|\cos \theta| < 0.7$ is given by $(\sigma(p_t)/p_t)^2 = 0.02^2 + (0.0018 \cdot p_t)^2$, where $p_t$ is the momentum in the $r$-$\phi$ plane in GeV. The impact parameter resolution in the $r$-$\phi$ plane, measured using $Z^0 \rightarrow \mu^+\mu^-$ and $Z^0 \rightarrow e^+e^-$ decays, is 40 $\mu$m for isolated 45 GeV tracks. This resolution degrades to $\approx 65 \mu$m at 10 GeV transverse momentum and to almost 300 $\mu$m at 1 GeV due to multiple scattering effects. Angular resolutions are approximately 0.25 mrad in $\phi$ and 2 mrad in $\theta$ for tracks measured in all components of the central detector.

3 Selection of events with $\Lambda$ and $\Xi^-$ baryons

The data sample, which corresponds to an integrated luminosity of about 20 pb$^{-1}$, was collected with the OPAL detector at LEP during 1990 and 1991. With the requirement that the three drift chambers are operational, a sample of 485,000 hadronic $Z^0$ decays has been selected using the criteria described in [10]. For efficiency calculations a sample of approximately 400,000 Jetset hadronic $Z^0$ decays with full detector simulation is used [11].

To minimize systematics due to edge effects, only events which are well contained in a fiducial volume are used. We demand that the thrust axis points into the barrel region of the detector and require that the polar angle $\theta_{\text{thrust}}$ fulfils $|\cos \theta_{\text{thrust}}| < 0.8$. In all other aspects, the selection criteria for $\Lambda$ and $\Xi^-$ candidates are the ones used in [6]. The selection criteria are given below.

The coordinate system is defined such that the $z$ axis follows the electron beam direction, and the $x$ axis is pointing in the direction of the centre of the LEP ring. The radial coordinate, $r$, is in the $x-y$ plane. The polar and azimuthal angles, $\theta$ and $\phi$, are defined with respect to the $z$ and $x$ axes, respectively.
3.1 \( \Lambda \) Selection

\( \Lambda \)'s are identified by their decays into \( p\pi^- \), selecting secondary vertices according to the following criteria:

- all track combinations with opposite charge are examined and the higher momentum track is assigned to be the proton (antiproton) track,
- the momentum of the combination must be greater than 1% of the beam momentum, and the polar angle of the \( \Lambda \) momentum vector is restricted to \( |\cos \theta| < 0.9 \),
- the impact parameter transverse to the beam direction \( (d_0) \) of the pion with respect to the primary vertex\(^3\) must be larger than 3 mm and the \( d_0 \) of the proton track must be larger than 0.5 mm,
- background is suppressed by using the information from the \( dE/dx \) measurement, if available. Because of the cross-over regions which lead to ambiguities in the particle identification [8], momentum dependent cuts are used. If more than 20 hits could be used for the \( dE/dx \) measurement of a track, the combination is retained only if criterion 1 for the proton and criterion 2 for the pion are fulfilled:

1. the higher momentum track has to have
   - a \( dE/dx \) loss of more than 8 keV/cm and the probability\(^4\) for a proton greater than 0.5% if the momentum is less than 1.5 GeV,
   - a \( dE/dx \) loss of less than 8.5 keV/cm if the momentum is between 1.5 GeV and 2 GeV, where protons and pions both have a specific energy loss of about 7 keV/cm and
   - a probability for a proton of more than 5%, or alternatively the probability for a proton must be larger than the probability for a charged kaon, if the track momentum is above 2 GeV;
2. for the lower momentum track the probability for a pion must be larger than 0.1%,

- photon conversions are removed if the invariant mass of the track pair, assuming them to be an electron positron pair, is smaller than 40 MeV,
- the selected combinations are required to have at least one track pair intersection within the radial range of 1-130 cm on the side of the primary vertex to which the combined momentum vector points. If two intersections exist, the one closer to the primary vertex is normally used. The second solution is used (a) if both tracks have their first reconstructed hit after the second intersection point or (b) if one track has hits before and the other track has the first hit after the second intersection, and the angle in the plane transverse to the beam direction, \( \Phi \), between the direction of flight from the primary vertex to the assumed decay point and the reconstructed \( \Lambda \) momentum, is smaller than for the first intersection,

---

\(^3\)The primary vertex is fitted for each event using the measured track coordinates in the event.

\(^4\)The difference between the measured and expected \( dE/dx \) loss for a given particle type, assuming a Gaussian distribution with a known sigma, defines the probability.
in addition to the track pair intersection cuts described above, a momentum dependent cut on the decay distance is used. It is required that the probability, \( e^{-[m_{\Lambda} / p_t(r/c^2)]} \), of the \( \Lambda \) to have not decayed before the calculated radial distance \( r \) be less than 95%. This cut excludes \( \Lambda \)'s with short decay distances. In addition, for small \( \Lambda \) momenta \( (p_t < 1 \text{ GeV}) \), we require that this probability be greater than 2%,

- candidates with hits on both tracks more than 5 cm upstream towards the primary vertex from the track intersection are removed,
- if the reconstructed radial position of the decay point is smaller than 25 cm, it is required that the primary vertex is found between the points of closest approach of the two tracks,
- the angle \( \Phi \) is required to be smaller than 30 mrad and also smaller than 10 mrad + 20 mrad/\( p_t(\Lambda) \), where \( p_t(\Lambda) \) is measured in GeV, and
- the angle \( \theta^* \) between the proton direction in the \( \Lambda \) rest frame and the \( \Lambda \) direction must satisfy \( |\cos \theta^*| < 0.98 \).

### 3.2 \( \Xi^- \) Selection

\( \Xi^- \) are identified by their decays into \( \Lambda \pi^- \). Secondary vertices of tracks with the above \( \Lambda \) candidates are selected using the following criteria:

- the \( d_0 \) of the additional pion track must be larger than 0.15 mm,
- an intersection of the track and the \( \Lambda \) in the \( r-\phi \) plane must be found within a radial range of 1-50 cm and before the \( \Lambda \) decay point,
- the angle \( \Phi \) of the \( \Lambda \pi \) combination must be smaller than 30 mrad and also smaller than 10 mrad + 20 mrad/\( p_t(\Xi) \), and
- if there are more than 20 hits available for the \( dE/dx \) measurement, the combination is rejected if the probability of the additional track for a pion is smaller than 5% and the probability for an electron or a proton is larger than 5%.

### 3.3 Number of Events with Strange Baryon Pairs

The \( \Lambda \) signal is defined within a mass region of \( \pm 10 \text{ MeV} \) around its nominal mass of 1115.6 MeV for \( x_E(\equiv E_\Lambda / E_{\text{beam}}) \) smaller than 0.2 and \( \pm 15 \text{ MeV} \) for larger \( x_E \) values due to the worsening of the mass resolution. The \( \Xi^- \) signal is determined within a mass region of \( \pm 10 \text{ MeV} \) around its nominal mass of 1321.3 MeV, which covers roughly 90% of the signal. The background below the \( \Lambda \) signal is estimated from the sidebands, using the mass intervals between 1090-1100 MeV and 1130-1140 MeV. For the background below the \( \Xi^- \) peak, the number of events in the signal region with the wrong charge combination, \( \Lambda \pi^+ \), is used. With this method a total of 25796 \( \pm 231 \Lambda(\overline{\Lambda}) \) and 627 \( \pm 36 \Xi^-(\overline{\Xi}^+) \) baryons are identified above backgrounds of 13930 and 346, respectively. Further details of the method are given in [6].
Having required that either a $\Lambda(\overline{\Lambda})$ or a $\Xi^-(\overline{\Xi}^+)$ is found in an event, identical criteria are used to look for additional $\Lambda$ and $\Xi^-$ baryons and the corresponding antibaryons. The $p\pi^-(\overline{p}\pi^+)$ mass spectrum for additional combinations in events with at least one detected $\Lambda(\overline{\Lambda})$ is shown in figure 2a. The mass spectrum for the additional candidates with the same baryon number is shown as a histogram and the one for the candidates with opposite baryon number is shown as points with error bars. Signals for additional $\Lambda$'s are seen for both combinations, with a large excess of opposite baryon number pairs. The sample with opposite baryon number pair candidates consists of signal pairs where the $\Lambda\overline{\Lambda}$ are produced such that the baryon number is conserved, uncorrelated $\Lambda\overline{\Lambda}$ pairs from events with more than one baryon pair, and pairs in which at least one of the $\Lambda(\overline{\Lambda})$ is combinatorial background. Figure 2b shows the difference of the two distributions in figure 2a. As can be seen from the figures, the combinatorial background outside the $\Lambda$ mass region is essentially the same for same and opposite baryon number pair candidates. The number of correlated opposite baryon number pairs can be determined from the difference of $\Lambda\overline{\Lambda}$ and $\Lambda\Lambda(\overline{\Lambda}\overline{\Lambda})$ pairs. One finds an excess of $990 \pm 54$ pairs with opposite baryon number in the $\Lambda$ signal region.

The number of pair candidates with the same baryon number has been determined to be $485 \pm 60$ above a background of 460, using a fit with a Gaussian distribution for the signal and a background function as described in [6]. To determine the number of same baryon number pairs one must take into account background in the tagging $\Lambda(\overline{\Lambda})$ sample, which has a signal to background ratio of 1.85:1. Under the assumption that no correlated production of same baryon number pairs occurs, 35% of the pair candidates will have a background combination as the tag. Taking this background into account a total of $315 \pm 60$ $\Lambda\Lambda$ and $\overline{\Lambda}\overline{\Lambda}$ pairs above a total background of 630 is obtained. The number of pairs with a background tag and an additional $\Lambda$ has also been determined using combinations in the sidebands around the $\Lambda$ signal mass interval to be $192 \pm 30$. Subtracting this number from the $485 \pm 60$ candidate pairs one obtains $293 \pm 67$ in good agreement with the above number.

As a cross check, the number of opposite baryon number pairs can also be determined using a fit. With this method, the sample of $\Lambda\overline{\Lambda}$ pair candidates is determined to be $1335 \pm 100$ above a background of 600. This sample contains some contribution from uncorrelated pairs and combinations where the tag is background. This contribution can be estimated from the same baryon number pair candidates, where we found $485 \pm 60$ such pairs. After subtraction of this background one obtains $850 \pm 117$ excess opposite baryon number pairs, about one standard deviation lower than the number of $990 \pm 54$ pairs estimated from the subtraction method. Some of this difference is expected since the non-Gaussian tails will give rise to an overestimation of the background in the fitting method.

For events with an identified $\Xi^-(\overline{\Xi}^+)$, the resulting invariant mass spectra for additional $p\pi^+(\overline{p}\pi^-)$ combinations are shown in figure 2c. An excess of $61 \pm 12$ $\Xi^-\overline{\Lambda}(\Xi^+\Lambda)$ is found. The resulting mass spectrum for additional $\overline{\Lambda}\pi^+(\Lambda\pi^-)$ combinations is shown in figure 2d. Two pair candidates of the type $\Xi^-\Xi^+$ and no pairs with the same baryon number are found in the signal region of $\pm 10$ MeV around the nominal $\Xi^-$ mass. From the events in sidebands we estimate a background of roughly $1 \pm 1$ event in the signal region.

The invariant mass spectra of $\Lambda\overline{\Lambda}$ pair candidates (including background) has been determined over the entire mass range and no resonance-like enhancement has been seen. The mass spectra are well described by the Jetset events with full detector simulation. The mass spectra
Table 1: Observed number of opposite and same baryon number pair candidates for different types of combinations, as well as backgrounds and efficiency corrected pair rates per hadronic event. Note that for the pairs with opposite baryon number, the number of correlated pairs is given, i.e. the difference between the total opposite and same baryon number pairs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type of pair</th>
<th>signal</th>
<th>background</th>
<th>N_{pairs/event}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Lambda \bar{\Lambda} )</td>
<td>990 ± 54</td>
<td>945</td>
<td>0.0621 ± 0.0034 (stat.) ± 0.0084 (syst.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Xi^- \bar{\Lambda}(\Xi^+ \Lambda) )</td>
<td>61 ± 12</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.0096 ± 0.0019 (stat.) ± 0.0013 (syst.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Xi^- \Xi^+ )</td>
<td>1 ± 1.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00038 ± 0.000067 (stat.) ± 0.00007 (syst.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Lambda \Lambda(\bar{\Lambda} \bar{\Lambda}) )</td>
<td>315 ± 60</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>0.0205 ± 0.0039 (stat.) ± 0.0028 (syst.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for pairs with opposite and same baryon number are shown in figures 3a and 3b for the mass region between 2.2 and 3 GeV.

Using Monte Carlo events which contain an identified \( \Lambda(\bar{\Lambda}) \), the efficiency of finding a second \( \Lambda(\bar{\Lambda}) \) in an event was studied and was found to be independent of the presence of the first \( \Lambda(\bar{\Lambda}) \). Furthermore, the momentum dependent efficiency to find a second \( \Lambda \) was found to be the same as the efficiency to find a single \( \Lambda \). The detection efficiency, defined for \( \Lambda(\bar{\Lambda}) \) produced in accepted hadronic events (the thrust axis has to point into the barrel region of the detector) and the decay \( \Lambda \rightarrow p\pi^- \) rises steeply from 7.7% for momenta of about 0.5 GeV to a maximum of about 40% for momenta between 2.5 GeV and 5 GeV and decreases slowly to about 10% at 25 GeV. Furthermore, we find that the momentum dependent efficiency to find a \( \Lambda(\bar{\Lambda}) \) can be used to correct the rapidity distribution. This is demonstrated in figures 4a and 4b. Figure 4a shows the generated Monte Carlo rapidity distribution of \( \Lambda(\bar{\Lambda}) \) and the rapidity distribution of reconstructed \( \Lambda(\bar{\Lambda}) \) corrected for the momentum dependent efficiency. Good agreement between the two distributions is obtained. Figure 4b shows the rapidity distributions of generated and efficiency corrected \( \Lambda \) particles in events containing a detected \( \Lambda \). Again the two distributions are in good agreement. After correcting for efficiency the pair production rates per hadronic event are given in table 1 together with the observed number of pair candidates for the various channels. To estimate the systematic error of the pair rates we use the systematic errors of the inclusive cross section measurements of \( \Lambda \) and \( \Xi^- \) baryons, which were estimated in [6] to be 8% and 9%, respectively. To calculate the pair rate the background error enters once and the efficiency errors enter twice. The total systematic error is therefore 13.5% for the pair rates involving \( \Lambda(\bar{\Lambda}) \) and 18% for the \( \Xi^- \Xi^+ \) rate.

4 Study of Rapidity and Strangeness Correlations

4.1 Rapidity Correlations

The identified baryon pairs are used to measure the correlation strength in rapidity space. To measure the strength of the rapidity correlation for a true \( \Lambda \bar{\Lambda} \) pair, the combinatorial background and the background from events which contain more than one baryon-antibaryon pair have to be corrected for. From a study of Monte Carlo events with two or more baryon
pairs one finds that the rapidity difference $\Delta y$ of the unassociated pairs with opposite baryon number and the combinatorial background are reproduced by the pairs with the same baryon number. We conclude that both of these backgrounds are simultaneously described by the pair candidates with the same baryon number. Therefore, the same baryon number pair distributions are subtracted in the following analysis from the distributions of pairs with opposite baryon number. The efficiency to find a $\Lambda(\bar{\Lambda})$ has been found to be unaffected by the presence of another $\Lambda(\bar{\Lambda})$ in the same event. In the following studies the measured distributions are corrected for detection efficiency. This allows a simple and direct comparison of the data with Monte Carlo models.

In the case of pairs with opposite baryon number, the $\Lambda$ is regarded as the tagging particle and its rapidity is defined to be greater than zero. In the case of a pair with the same baryon number the tagging particle is chosen randomly. For this measurement the data are divided into five rapidity subsamples according to the rapidity of the tagging particle. The rapidities of the two baryons are then shifted such that the rapidity of the tagging particle is centred in the appropriate rapidity interval, while the rapidity difference remains unchanged. The rapidity distribution of the $\bar{\Lambda}$ corrected for background and efficiency is shown in figure 5a for the five rapidity intervals of the tagging $\Lambda$ for the data and the Jetset Monte Carlo with the production chain baryon-antibaryon. The corresponding distributions for pair candidates, including background, with the same baryon number are shown in figure 5b. Strong rapidity correlations are clearly seen over the entire rapidity range for the pairs with opposite baryon number whereas the same baryon number pairs show an essentially flat rapidity distribution for the second $\Lambda$, as expected from uncorrelated production. The observed rapidity correlations show evidence for a chain-like production of baryon-antibaryon pairs and are qualitatively reproduced by the Jetset and Herwig Monte Carlos.

To obtain a more quantitative statement about the rapidity correlation strength, the rapidity difference of all $\Lambda\bar{\Lambda}$ pairs is used. The normalized distribution of the rapidity difference $1/N_{\text{pairs}} \, dn/d\Delta y$, again corrected for efficiency and the uncorrelated background as determined from the same baryon number pairs, is shown in figures 6a and 6b. The distributions become asymmetric for large rapidity differences because of the limited phase space to find both baryons in the same hemisphere. If the baryon number of a $\Lambda$ is compensated by a $\bar{\Lambda}$, the $\bar{\Lambda}$ is found with a probability of 53% in an interval of $\pm 0.6$ around the $\Lambda$ rapidity. The distributions obtained from the Herwig Monte Carlo and the Jetset Monte Carlo with a popcorn parameter of zero are also shown in figure 6a. Both models predict smaller rapidity differences than found in the data. A variation of different parameters within the Herwig Monte Carlo [12] did not result in a significant change of the rapidity difference for $\Lambda\bar{\Lambda}$ pairs. The prediction from the UCLA model [13], with a different ansatz to describe the fragmentation and the popcorn mechanism (on average about 1.7 mesons are produced in between the baryon antibaryon pair) is also shown in figure 6a. It predicts weaker rapidity correlations than the data.

The rapidity difference distribution within Jetset is sensitive only to the choice of the popcorn parameter, which enables the production of baryon-meson-antibaryon configurations [4]. Within this model one can thus compare the observed rapidity correlation strength with different choices for the popcorn parameter. Figure 6b shows the rapidity difference in the data and the Jetset Monte Carlo for 0%, 80%, and 95% probability of the popcorn chain baryon-meson-

A popcorn parameter of zero is used.
antibaryon. The distribution for the default value of 50% popcorn probability has a peak value roughly at the average between the ones for the 0% and 80% distributions. Agreement with the data is obtained for large parameter values, indicating a probability of more than 80% for the production chain baryon-meson-antibaryon.

Long range correlations in opposite hemispheres are expected in addition to the short range correlations for $\Lambda \bar{\Lambda}$ pairs, if two baryon-antibaryon pairs are produced independently and if the $\Lambda$ and $\bar{\Lambda}$ contain the primary quarks or are the decay products of hadrons which contained the primary quark. For the rapidity interval of the tagging $\Lambda$ between 1.5 and 3.5 a total of 827 opposite and 374 same baryon number pairs are found. Out of these pairs, we observe 118 $\Lambda \bar{\Lambda}$ candidates in the opposite hemisphere where the $\Lambda$ has a rapidity less than $-1.5$. This is slightly larger than the corresponding number of 82 same baryon number pairs in the same rapidity range. The observed excess of $36 \pm 14 \Lambda(\bar{\Lambda})$ pairs can be compared with an expectation of $21 \pm 13$ from the Monte Carlo with full detector simulation. This excess represents $7.9 \pm 3.1\%$ of all correlated pairs found for the tagging rapidity interval between 1.5 and 3.5, in agreement with the prediction from Jetset at the generator level, where one expects that $5.5 \pm 0.5\%$ of all pairs with such large rapidities are found in opposite hemispheres. For a detailed study of such long range correlations more statistics is needed.

4.2 Simultaneous Baryon and Strangeness Compensation

In this section we investigate strange baryon pairs to measure how often strangeness and baryon number are compensated by a strange antibaryon. In chain-like models of baryon production, the strangeness and baryon number of a $\Lambda$ can be compensated by a $\bar{\Lambda}$ or a $\Sigma$, or non-simultaneously by an $\bar{\Xi}$ or $\bar{\Xi}$ followed in the chain by a kaon. It is thus interesting to measure how often strangeness and baryon number are compensated together.

To measure this compensation quantitatively, we define the probability $P$ which relates the acceptance corrected inclusive baryon rates $N_{B(B)}$ and the baryon pair rates $N_{\text{pairs}}$ per hadronic event (given in table 1). In the cases in which we tag on both types of baryon in the pair, such as with $\Lambda \bar{\Lambda}$ pairs, the probability is

$$P = 2 \times \frac{N_{\text{pairs}}}{N_{B(B)}}.$$  

The factor of two is necessary since each pair is counted only once but has two baryons of the tagging type. In the case of $\Xi^- \Lambda(\Sigma^+ \Lambda)$ pairs, where there is no ambiguity between the tagging and tagged baryon, one drops the factor of two.

In table 2, the measured probabilities are given together with our recent results on inclusive strange meson and baryon production [6], [14]. Since the systematic errors from the inclusive measurements enter only once, we use systematic errors of 8% for the probabilities involving $\Lambda(\bar{\Lambda})$ and 9% for the $\Xi^- \bar{\Xi}^+$ probability.

In our previous publication on strange baryons [6] we showed that the popcorn parameter, which regulates the probability to produce the chain baryon-meson-antibaryon, is not constrained by the inclusive rates. It was also shown that, without additional experimental
results, it is not possible to obtain strong constraints on the various diquark parameters, which regulate the different octet and decuplet baryon yields. It was also found that the measured $\Lambda(\bar{\Lambda})$ momentum spectrum was softer than that predicted and that the different decuplet baryon rates cannot be described simultaneously by either of the Monte Carlo models studied.

Table 2 compares the baryon pair production results with the predictions from different models. For this comparison we follow our previous scheme and tune the Monte Carlo parameters so that the measured $K^0$, $K^*(892)^0$, $\phi(1020)$ and $\Lambda$ yields and, if possible, the $\Xi^-$ and one of the decuplet baryon yields are described. Because a larger fraction of $\Lambda$'s originate from $\Sigma(1385)^\pm$ decays than from $\Xi(1530)^0$ decays, the spin 1 suppression parameter inside Jetset is tuned to describe the measured $\Sigma(1385)^\pm$ yields. The parameters used to obtain the Monte Carlo results are given in [12,13,15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tagging</th>
<th>tagged</th>
<th>probability</th>
<th>Jetset</th>
<th>Jetset</th>
<th>UCLA</th>
<th>Herwig 55</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baryon</td>
<td>baryon</td>
<td>data</td>
<td>no popcorn</td>
<td>95% popcorn</td>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>tuned [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Lambda$</td>
<td>$\bar{\Lambda}$</td>
<td>$0.354 \pm 0.034$</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>0.398</td>
<td>0.374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Xi^-(\Xi^-)$</td>
<td>$\bar{\Lambda}(\Lambda)$</td>
<td>$0.463 \pm 0.099$</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>0.580</td>
<td>0.860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Xi^-$</td>
<td>$\Xi^\pm$</td>
<td>$0.037 \pm 0.065$</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Lambda(\bar{\Lambda})$</td>
<td>$\Lambda(\bar{\Lambda})$</td>
<td>$0.117 \pm 0.024$</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>particle</th>
<th>N/event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Lambda$</td>
<td>$0.351 \pm 0.019$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Xi^-$</td>
<td>$0.0206 \pm 0.0021$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Sigma(1385)^\pm$</td>
<td>$0.0380 \pm 0.0062$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Xi(1530)^0$</td>
<td>$0.0063 \pm 0.0014$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Omega^-$</td>
<td>$0.0050 \pm 0.0015$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K^0$</td>
<td>$2.10 \pm 0.14$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K^*(892)^0$</td>
<td>$0.76 \pm 0.09$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi(1020)$</td>
<td>$0.086 \pm 0.018$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Probabilities to find an additional $\Lambda$ or $\Xi^-$ in events which already contain a $\Lambda$ or a $\Xi^-$. The measured inclusive particle (and antiparticle) yields are also given. The errors are the combined statistical and systematic errors.

Within the Jetset Monte Carlo, the inclusive pair production yields of $\Lambda\bar{\Lambda}$, $\Xi^-\bar{\Lambda}$, and $\Xi^-\Xi^+$ are determined primarily by the strange diquark suppression factor and the popcorn parameter. The measured probability for $\Lambda\bar{\Lambda}$ pairs is described by Jetset without the popcorn mechanism, while the probabilities for pairs involving $\Xi^-$ baryons are too high. Once the popcorn mechanism is tuned to describe the rapidity difference, the corresponding probabilities for $\Lambda\bar{\Lambda}$ pairs are too small and the ones for $\Xi^-\bar{\Lambda}$ pairs are reasonably well described. The UCLA model describes several measurements quite well. However this model overestimates the $\Sigma(1385)^\pm$ rates and predicts rapidity correlations weaker than those that we observe. With a tuned version of the Herwig 55 program a reasonable description of the inclusive single strange baryon rates ($\Lambda, \Xi^-$, and $\Xi(1530)^0$) and of the probability for $\Lambda\bar{\Lambda}$ pairs is obtained. However, the predicted
\( \Sigma(1385) \) yields are much too large, the rapidity correlations of \( \Lambda \bar{\Lambda} \) pairs are too strong, and the probabilities to produce pairs which include \( \Xi^- \) baryons are overestimated.

5 Summary

Evidence for a correlated production of \( \Lambda \bar{\Lambda} \) pairs in rapidity space is shown. Qualitatively this correlation is reproduced in chain-like baryon production models as implemented in the Herwig and Jetset Monte Carlo models. However, the production chain of only baryon-antibaryon pairs predicts stronger rapidity correlations than are observed. In contrast, if 80\% or more baryon pairs are produced in the sequence baryon-meson-antibaryon, the observed rapidity difference between \( \Lambda \bar{\Lambda} \) pairs is described. The UCLA model, with a larger probability for popcorn mesons, predicts rapidity correlations weaker than those observed. In addition to the short range correlations, an indication of a long range compensation of the strangeness is seen if the \( \Lambda \) and the \( \bar{\Lambda} \) are found in opposite hemispheres and at high rapidity values. Such long range correlations are expected if the primary quark flavours are compensated in opposite hemispheres and if these quarks are found in energetic baryons.

The measurement of simultaneous strangeness and baryon number compensation shows that events which contain a \( \Lambda(\bar{\Lambda}) \) are compensated \( 35.4 \pm 3.4 \% \) of the time by a \( \bar{\Lambda}(\Lambda) \) and that events which contain a \( \Xi^- \) are compensated \( 46.3 \pm 9.9 \% \) of the time by a \( \bar{\Lambda} \) and in \( 3.7 \pm 6.5 \% \) of the cases by a \( \Xi^- \).

So far no parametrisation of the various models has been found which gives a satisfactory description of both the observed rapidity difference of \( \Lambda \bar{\Lambda} \) pairs and the measured simultaneous baryon and strangeness number compensation. However, since the rapidity difference distribution is presumably more sensitive to the underlying fragmentation dynamics and perhaps even independent of the baryon species that is produced, the observed rapidity correlations indicate that the popcorn chain, baryon-meson-antibaryon, is likely to occur with a high probability.
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A popcorn model has been implemented in Jetset, where the frequency for the process baryon-meson-antibaryon is regulated by the parameter PARJ(5), such that the probability is given by PARJ(5)/(0.5 + PARJ(5)).


[12] For the tuned Herwig 55 we use: CLMAX=2.52, CLPOW=1.12, QDIQK=2.1 and PDIQK=5.0 and increase the s-quark mass from 0.5 to 0.6 GeV.

[13] S. B. Chun and C.D. Buchanan, UCLA-HEP-92-008. The quoted results were obtained directly from the authors. They have used values of \( \eta=2.5 \), \( a=1.9 \), and \( b=1.1 \), for more details we refer to the above reference.


[15] The results for Jetset are obtained with the following non-default parameters for meson production of PARJ(2)=0.26, PARJ(11)=0.45 and PARJ(12)=0.35. These values have been changed with respect to those in our previous publication [6] in order to obtain a better description of the inclusive vector meson \( K^*(892)^0 \) and \( \phi(1020) \) yields [14].  
  The non-default baryon production parameters for 0% popcorn probability (PARJ(5)=0) are PARJ(3)=0.26 and PARJ(4)=0.04; for 95% popcorn probability (PARJ(5)=9.5) we use PARJ(3)=0.32 and PARJ(4)=0.0025.
Figure Captions

**Figure 1:** Schematic diagrams which show the chain-like quark-diquark-diquark-quark production of baryon-antibaryon pairs (right side) and an example of the popcorn mechanism with a chain antibaryon-meson-baryon (left side).

**Figure 2a:** Invariant mass of $p\pi^{-}$ for additional $\Lambda(\overline{\Lambda})$ candidates in events with one identified $\Lambda(\overline{\Lambda})$. The mass distribution for events with opposite baryon number is shown as points with error bars and the one with the same baryon number as histogram.

**Figure 2b:** Difference of the two histograms in figure 2a.

**Figure 2c:** Invariant mass of $p\pi^{-}$ for additional $\Lambda(\overline{\Lambda})$ candidates in events with one identified $\Xi^{-}(\Xi^{+})$. The mass distribution for events with opposite baryon number is shown as points with error bars and the one with the same baryon number as histogram.

**Figure 2d:** Invariant mass distribution of $\overline{\Lambda}\pi^{+}$ for events with one identified $\Xi^{-}$, the pair with the same baryon number shown as histogram.

**Figure 3:** Invariant mass of all pair candidates, including background, for (a) $\Lambda\overline{\Lambda}$ pairs and (b) $\Lambda\Lambda$ and $\Lambda\overline{\Lambda}$ pairs (b). The corresponding distributions from the Monte Carlo with full detector simulation, normalized to the number of pairs, are also shown.

**Figure 4a:** Generated (histogram) and reconstructed (points with error bars) full Monte Carlo $\Lambda(\overline{\Lambda})$ rapidity distribution. The reconstructed rapidity distribution is corrected for the momentum dependent efficiency.

**Figure 4b:** Same distributions as in figure 4a, but for $\overline{\Lambda}$'s in Monte Carlo events which contain a detected $\Lambda$.

**Figure 5a:** Rapidity distribution of $\Lambda$ for various tagging intervals of $\Lambda$'s (shown as solid boxes). The uncorrelated background from pair combinations with the same baryon number is subtracted. Negative values, suppressed in the figure, are of negligible amount.

**Figure 5b:** Rapidity distribution of the second $\Lambda$, including background, for various tagging intervals of the first $\Lambda$'s (shown as solid boxes) for combinations with the same baryon number.

**Figure 6a:** Rapidity difference, corrected for efficiency, for all $\Lambda\overline{\Lambda}$ pairs (same baryon number pairs are subtracted). The distributions expected from the Herwig, Jetset without popcorn splitting, and UCLA Monte Carlo models are also shown.

**Figure 6b:** Rapidity difference, corrected for efficiency, for all $\Lambda\overline{\Lambda}$ pairs (same baryon number pairs are subtracted). The distributions expected from the Jetset Monte Carlo with a popcorn production of 0%, 80% and 95% are also shown.
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